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SUPPLY

THE FACTS ABOUT FRIMLEY
  Council has determined a location for the Frimley water 

treatment upgrade close to existing water infrastructure to 
retain the groundwater quantity, quality (avoiding potential 
for contamination from industrial activity), and capacity 
requirements, and to maximise the use of existing assets.

  Frimley Park already contains Hastings City drinking water 
infrastructure (constructed circa 1960) including a water 
treatment building, bores and pipework.

 Our safe water supplies are mostly established in parks or 
near urban zones, within the areas they serve.

  We asked our community for feedback in September and 
October last year, comprising letters and flyers to residents 
and local schools, billboard signage on-site, media release 
and media advertising, a Public Open Day, Hastings District 
Council website information and Facebook posts, and a 
publically notified resource consent process.

  This proposal was publically notified in January this year 
as part of a formal resource consent process, with one 
submission received in opposition – other feedback was 
positive.

 Frimley Park is 19.17 ha and the proposed water treatment 
plant area is 0.20 ha or 1% of the total park area. 

  The tank itself is an 8,000m3 reservoir of 38m diameter and 
9m tall to roof level, with a 6m domed roof, located within 
fully established trees in the park.

  The noise will be mitigated through careful design. The 
nearest homes are more than 100m from the proposed site. 
The operational noise will not be disruptive to people’s lives 
and enjoyment of the area.

  The area is set among established trees to minimise the visual 
impact and further planting and mitigation is proposed to 
lessen the visibility of the work, including creating a formal 
avenue of trees along the original driveway. 
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Safe drinking water  
for our people

As part of this project Council has committed 
to removing the maintenance sheds from the 
high profile section of the park. This space 
near the playground, which offers more 
convenience and value to users, will then be 
developed and returned to parkland.



As part of the Hastings District Council drinking 
water upgrade programme additional water treatment 
facilities and storage reservoir are proposed in Frimley 
Park to ensure our city has a drinking water supply 
that is treated to the highest possible standards.

It is part of a commitment Council made through its 
Long Term Plan 2018-2028 to upgrade its drinking 
water supply, including enhanced water treatment and 
water storage.

Safe drinking water is our highest priority, and it’s 
also a central government requirement that we meet 
national drinking water compliance standards.

Water storage is a necessary component of this 
programme of work to ensure we have enough safe 
drinking water for our urban residents, and reduce our 
reliance on drawing water from the aquifer, as well as 
providing resilience when there are emergency events.
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Potential bore location
Potential bore location
Future removal of Park Maintenance Sheds
Extend gardens along axis and retain  
all trees
Extend specimen tree planting where  
Park Maintenance Sheds are removed
Strengthen avenues with additional  
specimen trees
Plant additional screening specimen  
trees in open area
Plant additional specimen trees along  
the  park boundary
Install wall with planting for screening
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